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Abstract—Robots, like all cyber-physical systems, interact
heavily with the outside world, and are hence subject to real-
time constraints. Unfortunately, fulfilling these constraints – even
in the worst case – is often difficult, and extensive knowledge
and experience are required to configure the scheduler correctly.
In this work, we propose ROS-Llama, an automatic latency
manager for the popular robotics framework ROS 2. Based on a
declarative description of the system’s latency constraints, ROS-
Llama measures the behavior of an unchanged ROS 2 system at
runtime and computes reservation budgets such that the latency
goals are fulfilled even in the worst case. These reservation
budgets are then continually adjusted to changing conditions,
allowing developers to avoid overprovisioning and make the
best use of their available resources. Overall, ROS-Llama thus
provides robotics developers with a practical way to control their
end-to-end latencies without extensive expertise and effort.

I. INTRODUCTION

ROS, the Robot Operating System [1], is one of the most
popular frameworks for designing and developing Linux-based
robots. Powering over 100 different robot designs, it is used
by tens of thousands of developers and researchers in both
industry and academia [2, 3]. A crucial factor in this success
is its component-based design, which promotes reusing and
recombining mature and well-tested components and therefore
greatly simplifies and speeds up the process of building a robot.

Its successor, ROS 2, attempts to build on this success by
– among other things – improving the predictability of the
implementation, with the explicit goal of supporting real-time
control[4]. However, apart from the engineering challenges,
implementing real-time processing chains in ROS 2 also suffers
from a few conceptual issues.

First, it requires significant expertise in real-time scheduling.
Although Linux provides all necessary mechanisms for deter-
ministic scheduling out of the box, it provides little assistance in
configuring them correctly. This problem is only exacerbated by
the fact that ROS provides an execution model that abstracts
from the operating system’s processes and threads, further
obscuring the relationship between the scheduler configuration
and the application behavior. This makes it difficult to control
the latency of processing chains within components, let alone
across multiple components.

Second, configuring the system correctly is time-consuming
even for experts. Many techniques in the real-time systems
literature require detailed knowledge of even minor implemen-
tation details of the system. This stands in stark contrast to
the component-based design of ROS, which promotes reusing

existing components without understanding them in all details.
Developers are thus faced with the choice of either rewriting
these components from scratch or understanding and modeling
them in detail, slowing down development tremendously.

Finally, many robotics components exhibit vastly different
execution times depending on external circumstances. Pro-
visioning such components for the worst-case environment
is not only difficult, but also excessively pessimistic. On
the other hand, provisioning for average situations or lab
conditions is most likely optimistic and leads to timing failures
in the field. A practical solution needs to adapt to the current
environment, allocating more capacity to tasks whose execution
time requirements increase while reallocating the spare capacity
of tasks whose execution time requirements decrease.

To address these problems we develop ROS-Llama, the
ROS live latency manager. Given a declarative specification of
latency targets, ROS-Llama runs alongside the ROS application
to ensure timely completion of the specified processing chains.
To do so, it extracts system model parameters from the running
application, uses the extracted model to automatically compute
suitable scheduling parameters, and applies these parameters
on the fly.

ROS-Llama automatically derives and applies suitable con-
figuration parameters based on a declarative specification
of system-level timing requirements. It thus requires little
expertise. Since all required information about the applications
is determined automatically, it also requires low effort. Finally,
it adapts to changing execution times and arrival patterns, by
using an aging mechanism to discount extreme outliers over
time.

Of course, ROS-Llama cannot give any a priori guarantees.
If, for example, the system turns out to be unschedulable in a
particular situation, there is little a runtime system can do to
prevent this. For this reason, ROS-Llama does not provide
guarantees, but controlled service degradation. Instead of
preventing overload conditions, it provides the developers with
the tools to gracefully handle them. Developers can specify
a priority ordering to specify in advance which chains are
forfeited first in case of an overload. This may buy the robot
crucial time to slow down or enter a safer state. Alternatively,
it might allow it to smooth over short overload spikes without
loss of critical functionality.

All design decisions for ROS-Llama are driven by the fact
that the vast majority of robotic developers run ROS on standard
Linux distributions. Assuming the availability of non-standard
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Linux packages or extensions would, therefore, drastically
reduce the applicability of ROS-Llama in practical settings.
We, therefore explicitly target mainline Linux and its available
scheduling mechanisms, namely SCHED DEADLINE, to
gain control over real-time properties.

This work’s contributions are:
• An online model extractor that autonomously extracts a

scheduling model by observing the running ROS 2 system.
• A pragmatic aging mechanism for worst-case measure-

ments.
• An automatic latency manager that takes high-level end-

to-end latency goals from the user and derives analytically
sound1 scheduling parameters for all threads in the system.

Overall, ROS-Llama provides an easy, adaptive, and low-
effort way for developers to use SCHED DEADLINE to
improve their robot’s worst-case response times. In addition
to reducing the effort required, it also opens up real-time
scheduling of ROS 2 for developers with no prior expe-
rience in real-time scheduling, which are unlikely to use
SCHED DEADLINE otherwise.

We begin with a review of necessary background in Sec-
tion II, followed by a discussion of the core challenges in
Section III. We then show the overall design of ROS-Llama
in Section IV, followed by an in-depth discussion of the main
contributions: the model extractor (Section V), and the latency
manager (Section VI). We then evaluate ROS-Llama on a
representative robotic workload in Section VII. Finally, we
conclude with a discussion of related work (Section VIII) and a
short summary of limitations and open problems (Section IX).

II. BACKGROUND

This section introduces necessary background knowledge
for the main concepts used in this paper. First, we review
resource reservations and their implementation in Linux,
SCHED DEADLINE. We then give a brief introduction to
ROS 2, the robotics framework targeted by this work. Finally,
we summarize the previous work on response-time analysis in
ROS 2 this work is based on.

A. Reservation-based Scheduling

Resource reservations are a classic OS-level abstraction
that limits scheduling interference between different parts
of the system by restricting the amount of execution time
allocated they receive from the scheduler. A reservations Ri is
characterized by a budget Qi and a period Pi; the reservation
system guarantees that each reservation gets at least Qi units
of execution time in each period.

There are many different reservation algorithms in the real-
time literature. In this work, we focus on the scheme available
in mainline Linux, the Constant Bandwidth Server (CBS) [5]. .

Compared to pure CBS, SCHED DEADLINE has one
peculiarity that is of major importance to this work: execution
time can only be reserved for a particular thread, not for a
whole process or group of threads. We will later see that

1Assuming correctness of the extracted model.

this property makes it difficult to deal with the (inherently
multithreaded) ROS implementation.

B. ROS 2

ROS 2 is the next generation of ROS, one of the most
popular frameworks for Linux-based robots.

ROS places great emphasis on modularity and composability.
It therefore encourages strict separation between the logical
structure of the application and the mapping of this structure
onto hosts, processors, and threads. While the former is
defined by the package developer, the latter is entirely up
to the system integrator. This way, software modules can be
developed independently of the target platform without losing
the ability to taylor them to the deployment characteristics of a
particular robot. Unfortunately, this indirection also obfuscates
the scheduling behavior of the software on the target platform,
making it more difficult to tune the system for real-time
responses.

From a logical perspective, ROS applications are composed
of nodes, the smallest self-contained units of behavior. These
nodes communicate using the publish-subscribe paradigm:
nodes publish messages on topics, which broadcast the message
to all nodes that are subscribed to the topic. Nodes react
to incoming messages by activating callbacks to process
each message. Since these callbacks may publish messages
themselves, complex behavior can be implemented as a network
of topics and callbacks. To deploy a ROS application, the
individual nodes have to be distributed to hosts and then mapped
onto executor threads, which are responsible for running the
callbacks when triggered.

C. Response-Time Analysis for ROS 2

This work is heavily based on an existing response-time
analysis for ROS 2 by Casini et al. [6]. In this analysis,
ROS applications are represented as directed acyclic graphs
of callbacks. These callbacks are connected based on their
communication relations, i.e., there is an edge from callback
ci to callback cj if ci might send a message that triggers the
activation of cj .

Independent of the communication graph, every callback is
also mapped to an executor reservation, which contains the
executor thread. Based on an investigation into the executor
implementation, it models executors as non-preemptive sched-
ulers using a peculiar scheduling policy that combines elements
of FIFO and fixed-priority scheduling; for more details we
refer to the aforementioned paper.

While the scheduling policy itself is only relevant for the
analysis itself, the ROS system model exhibits two properties
that are of particular importance for this work. First, resource
reservations work at the executor level, not the callback level.
All callbacks within an executor therefore share a common
budget, and cannot be isolated. Second, the scheduling policy
does not support priorities in the classical sense. It is therefore
impossible to direct the distribution of budget within the
executor: if there is too little budget, any callback may be
throttled.
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III. CHALLENGES

Having reviewed the background, we now give an overview
of the challenges involved in building a latency manager that
requires little expertise and effort while still being capable of
handling complex robotics applications.

A. Workload Challenges

Many components of robotics applications poorly fit the
classical real-time control task model, both in their behavior
and in the amount of available a priori information.

a) Heavily skewed execution time distributions: It is
common in the real-time literature to model a task’s execution
time as a single worst-case execution time. Unfortunately, this
leads to excessive pessimism in many real-world applications,
especially those that were not designed with the worst case in
mind. In our evaluation, we encountered worst-case execution
times as high as 20 times the average, meaning that a worst-
case budgeting would yield an average utilization of only 5%.
To be practical, ROS-Llama therefore needs an less pessimistic
execution time model.

b) Unknown and dynamic task parameters: Another
common assumption is that the task parameters – like ex-
ecution times, arrival patterns, and communication relations
– are known in advance. Unfortunately, this assumption is
incompatible with ROS-Llama’s goal of being easy to use
and requiring little effort. These parameters usually cannot
be determined automatically, and must therefore not only be
determined manually, but also kept up to date as the system
evolves. This not only requires significant expertise and effort,
but is also prone to subtle errors. To avoid these problems,
ROS-Llama needs to be able to determine these task parameters
without developer assistance.

Yet even if those parameters were known, they do not
necessarily remain stable over time. Many complex workloads
in robotics exhibit vastly different execution times depending
on the data they are operating on. For example, the runtime
of many computer vision algorithms heavily depends on the
amount of objects in the image, and therefore changes with
the environment. Provisioning such an algorithm for the worst-
case environment is difficult and also excessively pessimistic.
On the other hand, provisioning for average situations or lab
conditions is most likely optimistic and leads to latency goal
violations in the field. To be practical, ROS-Llama needs to
adapt to the current environment, allocating more capacity
to tasks whose execution time requirements increase while
reallocating the spare capacity of tasks whose execution time
requirements decrease.

c) Interpreting high-level latency goals: Many real-
time mechanisms expose tuning parameters at the thread
level, allowing users to configure the criticality or latency
requirements of individual threads. However, complex systems
often implement a single piece of functionality using multiple
communicating threads, or share a thread between multiple
pieces of functionality. Consequently, it is often difficult for
developers to translate their system-level understanding of
latency requirements and component criticality into per-thread

parameters. To remove this obstacle, ROS-Llama needs to be
configurable in terms of processing chains (also referred to
as cause-effect chains) instead of task- or component-level
deadlines.

d) Handling overload scenarios: ROS-Llama relies on
empirical runtime information instead of trusted a priori infor-
mation to reduce the required developer effort. Unfortunately,
this means that it cannot possibly guarantee that the goals it
has been given are reachable. If, for example, the system turns
out to be unschedulable in a particular environment, there is
little a runtime system can do to prevent or even anticipate this.
For this reason, ROS-Llama does not provide guarantees, but
controlled service degradation. Instead of preventing overload
scenarios, or certifying that they are impossible, it provides
graceful degradation. Instead of preventing processing chains
from taking too long, it allows the developer to control which
chains are forfeited first in case of an overload. This may buy
the robot crucial time to slow down or enter a safer state.
Alternatively, it might allow it to smooth over short overload
spikes without loss of critical functionality.

e) Limited computation time: To reduce the required effort
for users as much as possible, ROS-Llama relies on online
monitoring. This unfortunately means that the latency manager
directly competes with the managed application for execution
time. It is therefore critical to balance the predictability
improvements against the cost of running the ROS-Llama
system itself.

B. Technical Challenges

We consider it crucial for the adoption of ROS-Llama that
the technical barriers to entry must be as low as possible.
We therefore exclusively rely on standard Linux mechanisms,
which can be expected to be available on most ROS deploy-
ments. On the flip side, this means that ROS-Llama must
consider the quirks and implementation decisions of Linux and
the SCHED DEADLINE implementation.

As of version 5.3.11, SCHED DEADLINE does not
support sharing a single reservation budgets between multiple
threads. This decision makes it difficult to budget programs
that implement a single piece of functionality across multiple
threads. For example, any ROS process contains multiple
threads implementing the DDS middleware in addition to the
executor threads. Under SCHED DEADLINE, each of these
needs an individual budget and is individually throttled once
that budget is used up. This might lead to a ROS executor with
enough budget not being able to react to an incoming message,
just because the thread responsible for receiving the message
is throttled.

One way to avoid these problems is to run such tasks under
a different scheduling class (e.g., SCHED FIFO) instead.
However, this approach suffers from a different problem:
The Linux scheduling classes form a strict priority order,
meaning that the SCHED FIFO scheduler only runs if
the higher-priority scheduling classes are idle. Unfortunately,
SCHED DEADLINE is the highest-priority scheduling class
there is. Any system thread using SCHED FIFO would
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Fig. 1. Overview of the system design. An event tracer continuously monitors
the ROS system and updates its model of the running application (Section V).
The model is then used by the latency manager to compute a set of budgets that
fulfil the user-provided goals. These budgets are then automatically assigned
to the CPUS and configured in the Linux scheduler.

therefore be starved by any of the SCHED DEADLINE tasks,
meaning that any ROS executor would delay all messages
received on the same core. This defeats the point of using
reservations for inter-executor isolation in the first place.

IV. DESIGN

As described before, we designed ROS-Llama as an online
system that continuously monitors the ROS system and
configures reservation budgets based on the user’s latency
goals. As such it consists of two components: a model extractor,
responsible for deriving a scheduling model of the system, and
a latency manager, responsible for computing and applying
reservation budgets based on the model. An overview of the
system is shown in Section IV.

The ROS-Llama system runs concurrently with an existing,
unmodified ROS application. During runtime, static tracepoints
in the ROS core libraries report events of interest to the
event tracer. These events include, among other things, topic
publications, callback activation and termination, and the staring
of an executor loop.

Based on these events, the system constructs an internal
model of the ROS applications. It derives event arrival curves,
execution times, and communication relationships, and updates
these continuously as more data arrives.

The system model thus derived then forms the basis of the
budget computations. Based on the configuration provided by
the user, the latency manager computes a set of budgets that
guarantees the fulfillment of the provided latency goals. To do
so, it relies on an analytically correct worst-case response time
analysis. Finally, the reservation budgets are distributed to the
available CPU cores and configured in the Linux scheduler.

V. MODEL EXTRACTION

In this section, we describe ROS-Llama’s model extractor.
We discuss some adjustments to the scheduling model of Casini
et al. [6] and describe how we extract this extended model from
a running application. Finally, we describe how to ROS-Llama
evolves the extracted scheduling model as the program and its
environment change.

Fig. 2. Execution time of invocations of the /TF callback over time.

A. Model extensions

1) Execution-Time Curves: As discussed in Section III,
robotics systems often exhibit highly skewed execution time
distributions. A particularly striking example that can be
found in virtually all ROS systems is /TF. This topic is used
to implement a distributed coordinate transform system as
described in [7]. Briefly speaking, every message on this topic
communicates the relationship between two or more coordinate
systems (e.g., the position of the robot relative to the map
origin). Subscribers to this topic are often only interested in
certain coordinate systems; any other messages are dropped on
receipt. This behavior leads to a very lopsided execution-time
profile, as can be seen in Fig. 2. The vast majority of activations
requires microseconds of execution time. Only some activations
trigger a more expensive computation, requiring up to 17.5 ms
of computation time. Clearly, accounting for this rare outlier
in every single invocation leads to excessive pessimism.

To address this problem, we rely on a more expressive
alternative to the WCET model, first introduced by Quinton et
al. [8]. Inspired by δmin curves, their model describes an
execution time curve Emax : N → N, which maps a number
of events n to the combined worst-case execution time of any
sequence of n consecutive activations.

Like arrival curves, this mechanism is generic enough to
represent many other models: a single worst-case execution time
e, for example, corresponds to the curve Emax(n) = ne, a multi-
frame model with execution times [e1, . . . , ek] corresponds to
the curve Emax(n) =

∑n
i=1 ei mod n. Its main advantage, in

particular in the context of this work, is that it does not make
any assumptions about the periodicity or structure of the task.
It is therefore easy to trace, using similar techniques as arrival
curve tracing.

B. Tracing Arrival- and Execution-time Curves

C. Evolving Arrival- and Execution-time Curves over Time

We now have derived a ROS 2 scheduling model including
communication relationships, event arrival curves, and execu-
tion time curves. We have thus built the foundations on which
the latency manager in Section VI can operate.

The approach in the previous subsection has one major
problem: the mechanism is guaranteed to produce arrival- and
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Fig. 3. System behavior is measured in distinct collection periods. At the end
of the period, the short-term estimate is merged into the long-term estimate
(dotted arrows). Additionally, the long-term curve is replaced whenever the
short-term estimate is more pessimistic than the long-term estimate (solid
arrows).

execution-time curves that over-approximate everything seen
so far. This means that the system model can only grow more
pessimistic, never more optimistic. In a dynamic environment,
such a system could never exploit improving conditions and
could never recover from a temporary overload condition.

On the other hand, it is also important not to forget about
past events too quickly. A system that constantly underestimates
arrival rates or execution times because it gets lulled in by
temporary average-case behavior cannot be called real-time.
We therefore need to find a middle ground; an aging scheme
that is conservative enough to have a realistic notion of the
worst-case, yet dynamic enough to forget about past events
that are unlikely to recur.

In ROS-Llama, we implement this balancing act by main-
taining two estimates at the same time: a short-term estimate
f st, which tracks recent behavior, and a long-term estimate
f lt, which aggregates the short-term estimates over time
and is ultimately used by the response-time analysis. Their
relationship is depicted in Section V-C. The short-term estimate
tracks the system behavior over a fixed collection window of
2.5 seconds. It starts as the all-zero curve and only grows more
pessimistic during that interval, until it is finally merged into
the long-term estimate (represented by the dotted arrows).

With this mechanism, the long-term estimate can slowly
become more optimistic as more and more optimistic short-
term estimates are merged. However, this symmetrically holds
for degrading conditions. In case of a sudden overload, the
long-term estimate would only slowly grow more pessimistic,
as more and more pessimistic short-term estimates are merged.
To break this symmetry, the long-term estimate is immediately
replaced by the current short-term estimate if the latter ever
grows more pessimistic than the former, even within a collection
window. In Section V-C, this is represented by the solid arrow
at time ??.

Finally, we still need to define how to merge two arrival-
or execution-time curves. The merging mechanism needs to
bring the long-term estimate closer to the short-term estimate
while maintaining the super-additivity property of the curves.
In ROS-Llama, we use exponential smoothing (i.e., f lt

t+1 :=
αf st

t + (1− α)f lt
t compute an “average of worst cases” with a

focus on the recent past. This choice has three main reasons:

First, it is well understood and is commonly used in (non-
realtime) schedulers to average historical trends. Second, it
allows tuning the adaption speed by varying α. Finally, it
automatically produces only super-additive curves, since the
(weighted) sum of super-additive functions is again super-
additive.

D. ROS-specific Practical Challenges

Having seen the overall structure of the tracer, we conclude
this section by briefly pointing out some additional challenges
we encountered in deploying the model extractor to real ROS
systems.

1) Classifying Threads: The ROS 2 scheduling analysis
distinguishes between two kinds of threads: executor threads
and event sources. This work extends this taxonomy with
periodic event sources and DDS threads. This distinction only
exists at the level of the model, though: on the OS level, all
threads look the same. It is the responsibility of the model
extractor to classify the threads, and to keep an accurate
classification as threads spawn, change roles, and die.

The easiest threads to recognize are executors and periodic
event sources, as both have to call a particular function
that uniquely betrays their purpose. Executor threads call the
rclcpp::spin function to host the ROS executor implementation,
and periodic event sources call the rate::sleep method to wait
for the next period. Whenever a thread calls one of these
functions, the tracer can immediately classify it.

Any thread that calls neither of these functions must be either
a DDS thread or an event source with opaque control flow. We
distinguish these two kinds of threads by their interaction with
the ROS system: an event source publishes to topics and/or
requests services, while a DDS thread does not interact with
the ROS communication primitives at all.

2) Handling Circular Publication: One of the central
assumptions in the ROS 2 scheduling analysis is that there
are no activation circles, i.e., that there is no way for a task
to trigger its own activation. Such a cycle trivially leads to
unbounded execution times, because it generates an arbitrarily
large execution time demand during an arbitrarily small time
window.

Unfortunately, such cycles do occur in practice and therefore
must be dealt with. Consider again the tf system discussed
earlier, which communicates different coordinate transform over
a single topic. If a participant maintains a coordinate system
that is based on another coordinate system, it needs to update
this translation whenever the underlying system changes. It
therefore suggests itself to use a callback that listens to the /TF
topic, waits for changes to the underlying coordinate system,
and publishes an update for the derived coordinate system.
Without detailed knowledge of the semantics of this callback,
it is impossible for an analysis to prove that this cycle is benign.

If there is only one cycle-inducing subscriber to a topic,
and assuming that no callback would ever react to its own
publication, we avoid this problem by artificially cutting the
cycle, as demonstrated in Section V-D2. We introduce a new
pseudo-topic with the same subscribers, save the cycle-inducing
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Fig. 4. Simple cycles are broken using a new pseudo-topic

one. Instead of publishing to the original topic, the callback
publishes to the pseudo-topic. Defining a more general solution
that can account for multiple cyclic subscribers or even account
for filtering based on message content remains future work.

VI. AUTOMATIC ONLINE LATENCY MANAGEMENT

In this section, we introduce ROS-Llama, an automatic
latency manager for ROS 2 that configures reservation budgets
and periods at runtime based on user-provided latency goals.
We first discuss the high-level concepts, assumptions, and goals
of our approach. We then point out the main challenges and
how we address them, and finally conclude with a detailed
discussion of the provisioning algorithm.

For now, we assume that the scheduling model of the ROS
application is given. In Section V, we eliminate this assumption
by extracting the scheduling model from the running application.
Although the extraction process is necessarily optimistic, the
latency management itself is based on a safe response-time
analysis, meaning that it provably bounds worst-case response
times if the underlying scheduling model is correct. Still,
to emphasize that any statements about the worst case are
conditional on the correctness of the model, we will refer to
the worst case allowed by the model as the worst expected
case instead.

A. The User’s Configuration

Since ROS applications are composed of multiple inde-
pendent components, much of the system-level functionality
stretches over more than one component. In such a system
it hard to even determine which operating system thread
implements a particular high-level function, making it very
difficult to provide scheduler configuration.

To address these difficulties, ROS-Llama’s configuration does
not refer to individual threads or (sub-)components. Instead,
it is based on end-to-end processing chains. Users specify a
target latency between two arbitrary topics or callbacks in
the system; ROS-Llama is responsible for determining how
these points are connected and finding appropriate budgets and
periods to enforce the targeted end-to-end latency in the worst
expected case.

We distinguish three kinds of processing chains: real-time
chains, best-effort chains, and non-urgent chains. Real-time
chains are chains with an explicit latency goal; ROS-Llama
attempts to provision all threads involved in that chain such
that the goal is fulfilled in the worst expected case. Best-effort

chains, on the other hand, are marked by the user as important
but do not have an explicit latency goal; ROS-Llama attempts
to complete these chains as fast as possible, but does not aim
for a particular target latency. Finally, non-urgent chains are
those chains the user did not mark at all; ROS-Llama ignores
these chains.

B. Algorithm Idea

Given such a configuration, ROS-Llama first identifies any
executors that impact the latency of a chain. This encompasses
executors that execute a component of the chain as well as
executors that, directly or indirectly, activate callbacks which
interfere with the chain. It then computes a reservation budget
that suffices to handle the expected workload in the time
between the release of the chain and the latency goal, as
determined by the ROS 2 response-time analysis. Finally, ROS-
Llama maps the executors to the available cores using greedy
heuristics.

This algorithm must also deal with the following difficulties
a) Limited Computation Time: To reduce the required

effort for users as much as possible, we rely on online
monitoring to extract the system model (cf. Section V). This
unfortunately means that the latency manager directly competes
with the managed application for execution time. We therefore
have to rely on cheap heuristics instead of solving the resulting
optimization problems optimally. These heuristics were devel-
oped empirically; investigating the heuristic’s competitiveness
versus the optimal solution remains future work.

b) Handling infeasible goals: ROS-Llama is designed to
operate in an unknown and dynamic environment, implementing
goals provided by non-experts. There is no guarantee that all
goals are going to be feasible; the user might have specified
goals that are logically impossible, are only reachable during
a low-load situations, or are based on assumptions that turn
out not to hold in the field. As an online system, ROS-Llama
must be able to cope with these goals; doing nothing is not a
safe option.

As already alluded to in the introduction, ROS-Llama aims
to support controlled system degradation in this case. More
concretely, ROS-Llama supports optional degradation priorities
for all chains. If there is not enough processing capacity to
fulfill all goals, lower-priority chains are forfeited preferentially.
Degradation priorities are non-exclusive: within the same
priority level, chains with shorter latency goals are considered
more critical than chains with longer latency goals. This
rule is intended to provide good defaults; in the interest of
requiring minimal user involvement, we can thereby expose
degradation priorities as an optional tuning knob to control
overload behavior.

C. Problem Statement

Taking the challenges above into account, the ROS-Llama
problem can be stated as follows:

Given a ROS 2 scheduling model, a list of real-time chains
with latency goals and degradation priorities, and a set of CPUs,
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• Identify the critical time scale for each executor .
• As a baseline, analyze the system as if every reservation

had a dedicated CPU
• For all executors, compute the expected workload over

the critical time scale (using the derived arrival curves
from the baseline system)

• Allocate the bandwidth to handle this workload over the
critical time scale, and compute the corresponding budget
over a ten-millisecond period

• Once all budgets are set, make the system schedulable, by
identifying executors where the FPI does not terminate
and transferring budgets from somewhere else.

• Ensure path goal compliance by going through the paths
in priority order, looking at the callback with the largest
deviation vs. the baseline, and stealing budget.

• Map reservations onto CPUs, trying worst fit and, if that
doesn’t work, best fit. If mapping fails, decrease bandwidth
in inverse priority order until it does.

Fig. 5. The algorithm.

efficiently find a maximal subset of fulfilled chains together
with a CPU and a budget assignment such that:

1) periods are large enough to only require reasonable
overhead.

2) the reservations are schedulable, i.e., no CPU is over-
loaded.

3) the executors are schedulable, i.e., all callbacks have
bounded response time.

4) the worst-case end-to-end latency of all fulfilled goals is
within the latency goal.

D. The Algorithm

Now that we have seen the overall idea and a precise problem
statement, we are going to discuss the algorithm in detail. The
algorithm is shown in Fig. 5

a) Computing an initial budget: First, the algorithm
computes an initial budget for every executor. To do so, it
identifies all chains that are influenced by the executor. It
then computes the expected event arrivals during the targeted
response-time for that chain. Based on this data, it computes
the expected workload and allocates enough budget to handle
this workload.

Unfortunately, this algorithm contains a chicken-and-egg
problem: The analysis needs to know the reservation budgets
to derive event arrival curves, but it requires event arrival curves
to compute the budgets. To overcome this problem, we base our
initial budgets on the arrival curves in a hypothetical baseline
system which is able to give each reservation 100% bandwidth.
That way, our initial budget reflects the innate needs of the
ROS system and is independent of our budgeting decisions.

b) Refining the budgets: Of course, an initial budget
based on these idealized arrival curves is most likely not going
to guarantee the target latencies in the worst expected case,
and might not even be schedulable. We therefore have adjust

1: Improve the WCRT of tasks in T by δneeded over ∆t

2: procedure IMPROVEWCRTIN(T , δneeded, ∆t)
3: cbs← callbacks in executor
4: arr← λ c. Emax[c](additional arrivals in ∆t vs. baseline)
5: local← λ c. WCRT degradation vs. baseline

− arr(c)
6: if bandwidth(T ) = 1 ∨max(arr) > max(local) then
7: . We need to bolster a predecessor of T
8: for p ∈ predecessors(T ) with decreasing arr(p) do
9: if p ∈ T ∧ bandwidth(T ) < 1 then

10: Bolster T instead.
11: end if
12: Recurse on p’s thread
13: if successful: return
14: end for
15: else
16: . We need to bolster T
17: needed← min(δneeded,max(local))
18: nperiods← b ∆t

Periodc
19: Increase T ’s budget by d needed

nperiodse
20: end if
21: end procedure

Fig. 6. Improving the WCRT of an executor.

the budgets of some executors to account for these resource
constraints. Unfortunately, identifying those executor is not just
a matter of identifying chains that take too long, or executors
whose response-time computation diverges. In general, there
are two reasons why an executor might struggle to deal with its
workload in time: they might have insufficient bandwidth, or
they might receive too many events due to excessive response
times in upstream executors. In the latter case, bolstering the
struggling executor is unlikely to help. We therefore need
another heuristic to identify which executor should receive
additional bandwidth.

Fig. 6 shows that heuristic. To identify whether the executor
suffers from excessive arrival curves or from budget starvation,
we compare the number of arrivals during the timeframe of
interest ∆t to the hypothetical baseline system. Based on these,
we can estimate the arrival-based contribution arr(c) as the
worst-case execution time required to deal with these additional
events. We assume that the remaining difference to the baseline
is due to insufficient budget. We then greedily address the
largest contribution of any callback in the system. If the main
contribution stems from insufficient budget, we increase the
bandwidth to provide δneeded more units of processing time
over ∆t. If the main contribution stems from increased event
arrivals (or the reservation is already at 100% bandwidth), we
recursively try to improve the WCRT of any of the predecessors.

We run this heuristic repeatedly until all goals are fulfilled.
If the heuristic cannot find a way to improve the WCRT of
a particular executor, we forfeit the chain in question and
continue. The order in which we iterate through the chains
ensures, that the degradation priorities are respected.
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c) Mapping reservations to CPUs: Finally, the only

remaining step is to map reservations to CPU cores. For
reasons of efficiency, we again resort to heuristics to solve
this optimization problem. We use the worst-fit-decreasing and
best-fit-decreasing heuristics (in that order), which have been
shown in [9] to successfully place a large percentage of task
sets. .

E. Practical Challenge: Non-Executor Threads

Now that we have seen the overall algorithm, we conclude
by pointing out a ROS-specific practical challenge.

The analysis our work is based on models the system
on the ROS application layer. It assumes that there is a
primitive that, for example, publishes a message to a topic. Any
execution time required for the publication are assumed to be
part of the worst-case execution time. Unfortunately, these
assumptions are incompatible with SCHED DEADLINE.
Recall that SCHED DEADLINE does not allow threads
to share a common budget – every thread must be provi-
sioned independently. Unfortunately, the DDS communication
layer uses receiver threads to process incoming messages.
SCHED DEADLINE’s restriction means that these threads
cannot use the recipient’s budget, but have to be assigned a
budget of their own.

On the other hand, it is also impossible to schedule these
DDS threads with a different scheduler like the SCHED FIFO
fixed-priority scheduler. In Linux, the available schedulers are
ordered in a strict priority hierarchy – lower-priority schedulers
only get to run if all higher-priority schedulers are idle. Since
SCHED DEADLINE is at the top of the hierarchy, message
delivery would have lower priority than any ROS-Llama-
managed task, independent of the recipient of the message. This
would violate the isolation between executors and invalidate
the computed response-time bounds.

To address this and similar problems, we dedicate one core
in our system to non-SCHED DEADLINE tasks. Whenever
we detect a new ROS thread, we automatically identify the
DDS communication threads in the same process and pin them
to this core at a constant SCHED RR priority. We also use
this core for Linux system threads, which might compromise
system stability if starved.

VII. EVALUATION

The approach described in this paper claims to be a low-
effort solution to deal with (soft) real-time requirements in
ROS 2 systems. For this purpose, it needs to (a) complete any
real-time chains within their latency goal, (b) complete any
best-effort chains quickly and (c) add only reasonable overhead
to the system. In this section, we evaluate our approach based
on these three criteria.

Our evaluation target for real-time chains is the navigation
stack 2 package, the ROS 2 successor to ROS 1’s navigation
stack. It is responsible to navigate the robot to a given goal
by first finding a path towards that goal, and then computing
a sequence of velocity changes to implement this goal. In
particular, it contains components both for evading obstacles

(DWB CONTROLLER) and providing position and orientation
data (AMCL) that is needed in other parts of the system, both
of which are clearly latency-constrained.

More concretely, we define the following real-time chains:
1) The steps from the arrival of a new laser scan to the

publication of the updated coordinate transform
2) The steps from the arrival of a new laser scan to the

publication of the updated pose estimation.
3) the periodic local planner task which makes the moment-

to-moment decisions on how to implement the planned
path.

A. Comparison against the status quo

To evaluate ROS-Llama, we consider the two main compet-
ing approaches: Doing nothing (i.e., running under CFS), or
configuring the scheduler by hand. We demonstrate that ROS-
Llama is much more predictable than CFS, while achieving
results on the same order of magnitude as hand-picked
reservations. In a second set of experiments, we show that
ROS-Llama beats hand-picked reservations if the environment
changes significantly over time, as ROS-Llama can adapt to
the changing execution times and workflows.

To investigate the behavior, we navigate a simulated robot
through a simulated world . The robot is instructed to navigate
to random goals. While it navigates, we randomly spawn
and remove obstacles from the simulation. This is intended
to represent dynamically changing environments and moving
objects.

The robot can be in one of three modes: CFS mode, where
SCHED DEADLINE is not used at all, static mode, where
the executors are assigned fixed budgets and no tracing is done,
and Llama-mode, where the system is traced and continuously
adapts its budgets. Every 30 seconds, we switch between the
three modes. While the robot runs, we measure the latency on
the real-time chains as well as the best-effort chains.

B. Estimating the overhead

Continuously computing new budgets naturally incurs an
overhead – any execution time spent on finding budgets is
no longer available for the ultimate purpose of the system. In
this benchmark, we quantify the overhead produced by the
system. We experiment with different budget recomputation
frequencies and show, how both the quality of the results and
the incurred overhead change with different frequencies.

We quantify the overhead by running a computationally
intensive benchmark from the Parsec suite in the background.
This benchmark on its own would be capable of saturating the
system; we measure how much longer it needs if it has to run
concurrently to our system.

C. Estimating the overapproximation

Even though we put much emphasis on adapting our results
to the current situation, there is still one large source of
potential over-provisioning in our system: the response-time
analysis. To prepare for the worst expected case without any
semantic understanding of the application, we still have to
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make pessimistic assumptions about the activation behavior of
downstream callbacks. We also always assume pathological
orderings at the scheduler level and worst-case blackout times
for the reservations. Overall, it is likely that even smaller
budgets than the ones we derive from the analysis are sufficient
to maintain the target latencies in all but the most pathological
cases.

In this experiment, we experimentally quantify this gap
by repeating the experiments above at lower budgets. More
precisely, we run ROS-Llama, but reduce the final computed
bandwidth by a fixed ratio.

VIII. RELATED WORK

There has been much work on dynamic workload shaping,
often in the form of service levels or dynamic task period
adjustments. The underlying idea is that tasks provide one or
more modes, with different execution time requirements or
different periods. There is usually a general assumption, that
not all tasks can run on the highest service level under load
(otherwise there is no point in having service levels). These
systems therefore contain an optimizer component that selects
the best set of service levels that is still feasible. Different
variations of this approach are proposed in [10–13].

In general, these approaches all require the system designer
to give a global importance value to each operating system
thread. In our context, this assumption meets with two main
difficulties. First, there is no direct 1:1 mapping from system
functions to threads. Most system-level functionality involves
the cooperation of multiple threads, making it difficult to
identify the importance level of any one of them. Second, the
fact that importance values form a global ordering means that
package developers cannot classify threads in their component
in by the package developers; it rests entirely with the final
system designer. This stands in contrast to our goal of causing
low effort on the side of the user. In ROS-Llama, we adopt
the idea of QoS parameters in form of degradation priorities.
However, we treat them as entirely optional, and associate
them with entire processing chains, not individual threads.

Another technique for adaptive systems that has received
a lot of interest over the last 20 years is feedback control-
based scheduling. One of the key advantages, compared
to other approaches, is that feedback control is backed by
a mature and rich mathematical foundation and has been
used in industrial process control for almost a century. Most
approaches runs alongside the scheduler and control various
task parameters, for example periods [14, 15] or modes and
QoS-levels [16–18]. There is also a large body of work on
controlling resource reservation parameters using feedback
control [19–24]. Unfortunately, those approaches usually only
consider strictly periodic tasks. This is due to the fact that
feedback-based approaches can only react to situations they
have observed before. Unlike our approach, they cannot predict
worst-case scenarios that have not occurred yet. In a strictly
periodic setting, this is less of a problem, since task arrivals
are independent of task execution times. In a system with
multiple co-dependent callbacks, however, the number of

possible release times grows rapidly. It therefore becomes
exceedingly unlikely, that a feedback-based approach is able
to provision for the worst case.

There is also related work in the area of extracting scheduling
models from running applications. A closely related work is
due to Gobillot et al. [25], which presents a method to verify
real-time properties of robotics applications based on a provided
high-level model of the application. Crucially, their approach
does not use a single WCET that is known in advance, also
citing the difficulty of obtaining these values as well as the
extreme pessimism such a model inflicts on highly dynamic
robotics software. Instead, they exploit the fact that all code
is generated from the known model to automatically trace the
individual components under varying conditions. The resulting
trace data is used to build a probabilistic WCET model. In
the context of our approach, the paper unfortunately makes
too strong assumptions: we neither control the code of all
safety-critical components, nor is it clear how to integrate a
probabilistic WCET models into the ROS 2 scheduling analysis
this paper is based on.

The problem of finding optimal budgets and periods for
resource reservation servers has been studied before by Lipari et
al. [26] and Buttazo et al. [27].

IX. FUTURE WORK

This work can only provide a first attempt at providing
comprehensive, but easy-to-use latency management for ROS
systems. In this section, we outline a few limitations and
possible directions for future work.

In this work, we only investigated one heuristic for com-
puting budgets and periods. While this heuristic clearly works
in the cases we investigated, more work is required to further
explore the design space. It would be interesting to compare
different, more sophisticated heuristics and compare them to
each other as well as the optimal solution

Another possible line of work would aim to remove the
heuristic entirely. Running a full response-time analysis during
budget finding is expensive and introduces pessimism. On the
other hand, the actual effect of the computed budgets on the
response times is not measured at all. It might therefore be
worthwhile to investigate feedback-based latency management.

The underlying response-time analysis does not make use
of the round-robin properties of the scheduler. In particular,
the analysis cannot make use of the non-starvation property,
which provides additional isolation against other executors.
Improving the underlying analysis this way would thus allow
the latency manager to consider fewer threads critical for the
timely completion of chains.

In this work, we move the system threads off to a
dedicated core to protect them from being starved by the
SCHED DEADLINE threads. However, such a free core
might not always be available. It would be interesting to extend
this work such that system threads are incorporated into the
model and can be managed by ROS-Llama as well.

The response-time analysis assumes worst-case budget
availability in the reservations. This means that any task
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is assumed to be released just after the earliest point at
which the reservation budget could be depleted, and that
the reservation provides its budget at the latest possible time
in the following period. This model is overly pessimistic if
better synchronization between reservation periods and task
periods can be assumed. Investigating how to ensure this
synchronization remains future work.

X. CONCLUSION

In this work, we have developed ROS-Llama, and automatic
latency manager for ROS applications. It greatly simplifies
deploying time-critical robotics applications by automatically
configuring the SCHED DEADLINE scheduler based only
on declarative end-to-end latency goals. Furthermore, is is
able to adapt to changing circumstances and thus avoids the
costly and difficult process of identifying and preparing for
the worst-case environment conditions.
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